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 CONTACT DETAILS                     EDITOR’S CORNER    

People in general love reading about other folk and for that 
reason older and newer MG members will find the story of 
George Tuck very interesting. (pgs.5-7)
Once again we have MG National Chairman, Norman Ewing 
to thank for giving insight into this very aspiring gent.

In four months time we will celebrate Christmas, some 
members have young grandchildren and are probably 
wondering what to put in their Christmas stockings this 
year.   Look no further than pg.9, Norman is selling his MG 
pedal car and some lucky youngster will be the envy of his 
pals, once Santa Claus has managed to negotiate the 
chimney!

Remember to pay your 1st instalment for the Gqeberha 
Indaba by tomorrow 31st August.

Please send in articles for the October newsletter by the 
23rd September.

-  Fran
 
        ‘And in the end, it’s not the years in your life that count.
                                     It’s the life in your years’     
                                                                  -  Abraham Lincoln          

         
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Front page photos by Frenske Otzen Photography

Top:           Peter & Liz van Breda       -    1972 MGB 
Bottom:   Chris & Pauline Nel            -    1956 MGA

CLUB OFFICIALS         2021-2022

President                  Stuart Leach
                  021 785 3189 / 082 491 0687
                  autolea@netactive.co.za

 
Trustees    Gareth McConkey
   021 712 4260 / 079 494 2997
   gareth@jantech.co.za

   Brian Aslett
   021 671 9250 / 083 267 3742
   brazzle@iafrica.com

Committee 

Chairman   Shirley Roux
    021 683 6979 / 083 360 7300
   shirleyroux@gmail.com
   

Honorary Secretary   John Morrison
   021 946 3917 / 065 389 4465
   johndm49@outlook.com
 

Honorary Treasurer   Theo van der Hoek
   021 794 3732 / 082 440 2520
   tvdh@telkomsa.net
   

Social & Events Secretary Geoff Ballantyne
   021 531 4849 / 078 405 0889  
                               geofferyballantyne@gmail.com

Social & Events Assistant Victoria Dickerson
   021 794 8720 / 072 020 1840
   toria.dickerson@gmail.com

Registers Secretary  Neville Wyness
   021 782 9651 / 083 307 9936
   nwyness@mweb.co.za

Membership  Secretary           Philip Roux  
   021 683 6979 / 083 448 7352  
   philipjroux@gmail.com

Ex-Officio: 
   
Editor & Publications               Fran Johnson
   021 554 1097 / 082 733 7258
   franjohnson35@hotmail.com

    
Regalia   Colin Cromhout
   021 715 5497 / 082 576 6392
   colincromhout@gmail.com

Club Historian   Vacant

Crankhandle Club Liaison  Philip Roux  
   021 683 6979 / 083 448 7352  
   philipjroux@gmail.com 
     
   

Our bank details:

Bank:       Standard Bank
Account:      MG Car Club – Cape Town Centre
Branch code:      036 309
Internet Branch code: 051001
Account number:     271157925

Disclaimer:
Views, comments, opinions, advice or suggestions in this newsletter are those 
of the contributors and advertisers and are not necessarily those of the club or 
its committee. Availability and condition of items advertised for sale are not 
guaranteed by the club or the committee. Whilst every care is taken in compiling 
the contents of the newsletter the club, committee and officials assume no 
responsibility for any effects arising therefrom.
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And just like that......we’ve reached the end of August!  Phew, not sure where the last 8 months 
have flown to.

Looking back to last month - the ‘Food Drive’ that took place at the end of July was fairly well 
supported in terms of food parcels but sadly the inclement weather deterred many members from 
coming out in their MGs.  Danny Diliberto’s organisation, Ladles of Love, does immense work for
all communities and it continues to grow.  What started out helping one homeless man has now 
turned into a thriving and slick organisation which supplies sandwiches and groceries to many 
schools / communities, food for NPOs and for numerous soup and community kitchens.  If you 
missed out on the run and would like to help, check out the Ladles of Love website as to how you 
can contribute to this worthwhile cause.  https://www.ladlesoflove.org.za

We were able to meet back in the clubhouse for our August Natter which was a welcome change. 
We had a good turnout, no doubt encouraged by the fact that Dieter was serving his glühwein! 
Our thanks to Dieter and Loraine for cooking up an excellent brew.

A combined Club and Veterans’ run to the Evergreen Lifestyle Centre in Noordhoek took place on 
the 21st August and it also marked National Senior Citizen Day.  We had an excellent turnout of 
MGs. The cars were parked in prime position on the lawn and created quite an impression for 
the residents. There were many stalls at the market to satisfy one’s needs.  Thanks to Stuart and
Pam Leach for arranging and liaising with Evergreen.  It certainly was a fun-filled day for everyone.
You can read more details about these various runs further on in The Breed.  Hopefully regulations 
will permit us to continue to enjoy holding and taking part in such club events.  Make sure to 
diarise events and keep a lookout for club emails.

Just a reminder that there is still space available for next year’s Indaba if you have not yet entered.
This takes place in Gqeberha from 19th-22nd May 2022.  

Spring is officially here. The fields, farms, wetlands and dunes of the Western Cape burst into a
magnificent riot of colour as the wildflowers come into bloom, so pack a picnic and take a drive out 
in your MG to enjoy a plethora of spring flowers.  I have heard the flowers promise to be amazing 
this year due to the good rains we have had.

Happy driving and keep safe,

Shirley

        
 

          

                    
             

   FROM THE CHAIR
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  SOCIAL NEWS              
 
           

   

                                           

OUT AND ABOUT

September 
14th Tuesday     Natter & Noggin at the Crankhandle Clubhouse, Riebeek Str, Wynberg @ 19:00hrs  
    At this natter Theo will have an assortment of  MGB parts available at a minimum of R50 each. 
    These are spares from the late, Jimmy Alexander.
30th Thursday    Veterans’ run - TBA

October
12th Tuesday      Natter & Noggin at the Crankhandle Clubhouse, Riebeek Str, Wynberg @ 19:00hrs
28th Thursday    Veterans’ run - TBA

November
  9th Tuesday      Natter & Noggin at the Crankhandle Clubhouse, Riebeek Str, Wynberg @ 19:00hrs
25th Thursday    Veterans’ run - TBA

December     
  5th or 
12th Sunday       Show Day

Please note - Natters will start at 19h00 because of the curfew from 22h00

    
      * * * * * * * * * *

New Members
#1388  Luis and Rosa Fernandes – Parow   083 454 8671   email: luis@sl.co.za (1975 MGB Roadster)
         
                                                           
 
SEPTEMBER  BIRTHDAYS
    4   Frenske Aslett
    5   Ian Glass
    6   Paul Wilcox
    9   Eric Detering
   11   Neville Wyness,  Werner Slabbert
   13   Hybre Lombard
   14   Shirley van der Hoek
   15   Joan Stokes,  Richard Ratcliffe
   17   Noel Oberem
   18   Viv James,  David Knott,  Lionel Baird
   19   John Perkins
   21   Roger Lawrence
   22   John van Rooyen
   25   Wade Lewis
   26   Bokkie Markus,  Adel Visser,  Eugen Kohler,  Brian Wallace
   27   Frans Theunissen
   28   Brian Dallimore
   29   Matthew Calvocoressi
   30  Celia Baylis,  Michiel Visser,  Stella Elliott                                                            
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    GEORGE TUCK  - Publicity Manager MG Car Company                                          -   Norman Ewing                                                                          
    
 
   
     There is no doubt that Cecil Kimber had an exceptional grasp
     of advertising and public relations techniques and skills when
     these two fields were still in their infancy.

     More than anyone in Lord Nuffield’s great empire, Kimber 
     ensured that the products for which he was personally 
     responsible, along with the little village of Abingdon where
     they were manufactured, became household names not just in
     Britain, but throughout the world.  He was greatly assisted in 
     this by George Tuck, for then the Sales and Publicity 
     departments were separated;  the Publicity portfolio became
     George Tuck’s.
                     George Tuck

     In the early days the Queen Street Showroom had a printing works ‘Hall the Printers’ to the rear 
     of it.   It was here that Ted Colegrove’s father worked, and when Ted became the first Sales and 
     Publicity manager it was convenient to have brochures and technical matter produced there.   
     George Tuck was a family friend of the Colegroves, and was actually working in the motor depart-
     ment of Gammage’s in London when Ted, looking for an assistant, organized an interview for 
     George with Kim.   “I came up to Abingdon for the interview.  He was very friendly - asked me all
     sorts of things about my interests - and gave me the job.” 

     It was before the days of full colour printing in general advertising.  The early adverts were single
     colour line and tone, or simply line with drawings provided by Harold Connolly, or as in the case 
     of  ‘The Sign of the Octagon’  by Peter Crosby.   George Tuck recalled that... “Kim kept this drawing
     block in his office at a big table near his desk;  he was always drawing bold lines, and when Harold
     Connolly came down to the works they sat down at this block and played around with ideas.  Kim 
     would give a rough outline of what he was after, and Harold would then make a proper three 
     dimensional drawing of the thing and add people and so on.   I wouldn’t say that’s how all our bodies 
     were designed, but the general character and outline of the thing was basically Kimber, and the 
     development by Harold.

              That’s how a lot of the flowing lines and general appearance came  
         about.  Anyway, you know what the results are today.”   It was 
                                                               Kimber who put the feel into M.G., although Harold had a lot
                                                               of influence on the body styling, as is evident from the colour 
                                                               catalogues.  “I can tell you he was very particular about those 
                                                               catalogues;  he knew what he wanted, both the finished product
                                                               and the colours to be used, and he wanted the cars to look solid 
                                                               and have substance and look from the drawings like they could go.   
         I used to pay Harold Connolly five guineas for his drawings.’’

              George ruefully remembered that he had “a very modest budget,  
          which Kim always exceeded on my  behalf !’’   The technical 
          literature was produced by George once the brief had come from 
          Kim, and as with the general advertising he would have a say as to  
          the slant he wanted it to take.
            “Kim was very interested in all the advertising, and was adamant  
          that any motoring promotional matter had to have some sort of 
                                                                objective ...”
         George Tuck’s personal copy of autographs from 
                             famous racing drivers
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    His determination to keep the company name to the fore through record attempts and racing certainly 
    paid great dividends from a high profile point of view - even if the depressed economy of the times 
    ensured that sales of the products were ‘slow moving’.  George explained thus;  “you must understand, 
    the M.G. Car Company was two things in one.   It was a motor car production, sales thing, and on the 
    other hand, it was highly associated with competitors, racing and record breaking - and that was really 
    very much Kim’s baby.   He handled the thing to a large degree, but I think that the credit for the whole
    idea of record breaking must go to George Eyston - it was through George Eyston and J.A. Palmes at 
    one of our largest distributors, ‘Jarvis of Wimbledon’, that the first record breaking attempts took place’’.

    When one compares the suppliers’ advertisements of the period, somehow they lack that something in   
    the factory advertisements - perhaps Kimber’s critical attention to detail.   Kim being keen on photo-
    graphy encouraged advertising in the glossy magazines where photographs were shown to their best 
    effect.   I remember one time some people sent these girls down to sit gracefully on the bonnets, but
    it looked very artificial and Kim never liked those shots;  it was Kim who said:  “What are you 
    messing about at?  I’m sure we should do better if we got George Propert’s daughter to come and do 
    a bit of modelling”.  We tried it and from that moment on she featured in most of our publicity matter
    and very successfully, too!
   
    Kim had a great fondness for the typeface Cooper Black Italic, which with its continued usage  
    became in a way unique to the M.G. Car Company and the image of its early adverts.

    The sporting flavour of much of the advertising even with reference to the saloon cars ensured that 
    when Sir William Morris presented the famous British Aviatrix, Amy Johnson, with a motor car in 
    1930 that it wasn’t a Morris!   A nice touch showing attention to detail, was the radiator mascot, Jason 
    - the plane she had flown on her record breaking flight to Australia.   She was proudly driven in the
    M.G. to Buckingham Palace to receive her C.B.E.   In fact, years later in 1935, Lord Nuffield was to
    admit to ‘Mit’ Harris, editor of Sports Car,  that his favourite car was a M.G. MKII.   Quite some 
    admission from someone whom we are told by Wilson McComb, when as Baron Nuffield on one of 
    his overseas trips in 1934 was greeted with blank looks from an assembly to whom he had been 
    introduced as the man who made Morris cars, but when someone chanced to mention that he also 
    owned M.G. was greeted with broad smiles;  Morris cars made little impact overseas, but M.G.? 
    That was different!

      

      
             
  
  

       
  .     
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  There was nothing low profile about M.G. or the manner in which the company’s successes were
   publicized worldwide.  Publicity and public relations were most important to Cecil Kimber; he really
   was a public relations man ‘par excellence’.   George continued with a laugh that “Kim could charm 
   the birds out of the trees if he wanted to, and he built up great friendships with people who in time 
   became wonderful ambassadors for M.G.

   “Johnny Lurani was a great chap; he was on some motoring body;  the equivalent of today’s FISA 
   I would think, and it was he who smoothed our path into the Mille Miglia.  Kim liked him a lot!”
   Big names like George Eyston and Goldie Gardner in record breaking and Dick Seaman, Billy 
   Cotton and Bira, all of whom later raced ERAs, were weaned on MGs, and Kim was quick to ensure 
   that they had all the help they needed, and that the maximum publicity was obtained from every 
   possible angle.  Nuvolaris’ only drive in a K3 must surely rank as one of the most publicized single 
   victories in the history of motorsport.

   Kimber wasn’t one for counting the cost of literature that ‘did the job’ and achieved the desired effect.
   A case in point was the menu produced for the special dinner after the 1933 Mille Miglia class victory. 
   “They were very upmarket, die stamped covers, all that sort of thing, very glamorous with the names of 
   Lord Howe and all drivers, cost a packet’’.  George continued:  “Kimber organised himself very well; he 
   was very unflappable, he really was.  He was a wonderful chap with people, a wonderful outgoing man. 
   He was quite an enigma;  he wasn’t an engineer; he wasn’t a salesman; he wasn’t an accountant, but he 
   was a great personality with a great ability of picking out schemes that were put to him - and he knew
   what to chuck out and what to use’’.
   
   A case in point was the slogan ‘Safety Fast!’  Ted Colegrove returned from Oxford having followed a
   bus with a huge triangle painted on its rear and the wording was ‘Safety First!’, which was painted 
   through it to warn those behind that it was fitted with a motoring rarity:  four wheel brakes.  Ted felt
   that if the ‘IR’ was replaced with an ‘A’ that it would make a great slogan.  Kim was sitting at his desk 
   with an advert which featured the current slogan:  ‘Faster than most’ - to which some wag had added 
   the word ‘bicycles’!  Kim’s reaction to Ted Colegrove’s suggestion was immediate and positive, and
   it is the one factual statement that lived with his cars for over fifty years.
   According to George the M-Type Midget was known as the 8/33- “The eight horse power supposedly
   by referring to the initial RAC rating, and the 33 was regarded as the maximum possible developed 
   horse power of the engine, but in point of fact it was never that at all.  It was another quirk of old Kim’s.  
   The 8:33 train used to leave Oxford Station every morning to go to London!’’

   In March 1938 the first series of adverts carrying Cecil Kimber’s signature appeared.  These were 
   produced by Crawfords, who was responsible for the advertising for up market clothing firms like 
   Simpsons and Daks; it was under the sound direction of Sir William Crawford who was also 
   Chairman of the ‘Buy British’ campaign.
   
   They are simple, straight forward and with the aid of references ranging from Einstein to sailing and 
   Alpine Travel, plus a little English humour, deliver Kimber’s reasoning for buying an M.G.
   
   Two words from the first advert of the series surely sums up Kim’s contribution:  ‘More Ginger!’’

   (This article originally appeared in Dick Knudson’s  ‘The Kimber Centenary Book 1988’)
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    Club run to Evergreen  Lifestyle Centre, Noordhoek                                                    - Stuart Leach                                              
               

  Being in the Evergreen system I had approached the marketing department in 2019 with the idea of having 
  them sponsor a number of items for the Indaba.  I recently had a word with the Noordhoek Manager about 
  organising a Club run in October to sample their Coffee/Tea and Scones and if he would pick up the tab.  
  This later resulted in an invitation to have a run coincide with an outdoor market on 21st August.  He would 
  like the club to take pride of place.

  The club was given dedicated parking on the grass opposite the market stalls and Lifestyle Centre. 
  Geoff and Victoria sent out a note at short notice advising members of their intention to combine a club run 
  with the Veterans’ run, which would normally have taken place on the 26th.  Although response was slow to 
  start with, we ended up with 31 members present, 3 guests and 21 cars in total, an excellent turnout.

  A huge thank you to all who made the effort.  Great to see so many cars taken out of their Covid mothballs, 
  washed and cleaned for the occasion, the line up was most impressive.  It brought back memories and
  some of the retired folk took great delight in telling us when they had owned MGs in their day, a couple 
  of which ended up crashed or smashed.

  The stalls were numerous and varied from food, kiddies knitted clothing to homemade jams etc.  With the 
  weather on our side a couple of hours in the open was enjoyed by all.

  I spoke to one elderly gent who was admiring Joan Parker’s TD.   I told him how she had attended various 
  courses in body repair and spray painting, in order to take on the challenge of rebuilding the car. 
  His answer was “She needs to see a Psychiatrist!”    
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  The Bandeirante MP TD Pedal Car                                                                               - Norman Ewing               
      

                             
      
 

                                                                                       
     

 

      

It was on our first stop on the Great MG World Trek, Rio de Janeiro in 1982 that we saw our first 
MG TDs, or what we thought were MG TDs.   As we clambered off the bus in front of our hotel, 
two red and a white one went by.   Then later, as we strolled down to the beach before sundown ~ a 
yellow one.   Ronnie Reynolds was not fooled.  “Sounds like a Volksie to me.”  he said, and he was right.
We crossed the avenue for a closer look, and on discovering the twin tail pipes and a moulded one
piece, fibreglass fuel tank and spare wheel cover, Ronnie was spot on.   The badge on the grille said
MG, but the one on the wheel cover said MP, which we subsequently discovered was MP Lafer, who
manufactured these fibreglass replicas in Brazil on a Volkswagen floor pan.   From across the street,
we had all been taken in.   We had a good laugh about that.

However when we reached Melbourne Beach, in Florida, on the second stop of the trip, we were to be 
surrounded by over a hundred of the genuine articles.   It was absolutely fabulous, as cars, mostly 
T-Types from all over the USA rolled in to meet the South Africans.   From Texas, Nebraska, Ohio 
and as far as the state of Washington, these guys drove their cars with relish.

It was whilst we were in the midst of this orgy of admiration that someone’s kid went by in a TD 
pedal car.   I did a double take and set off in pursuit of car and kid.   It was actually a Lafer copy, but 
everything on it said MG.   I asked the happy parent where he bought it, to be told that they were only 
available in Sao Paulo in Brazil, and that was where he bought it.   Naturally, it was a Lafer after all… 
I was not the only one interested, and someone in the crowd asked for an address, as he was going 
there shortly.   I just walked away.   No one else had one, and even when we got to the third stop in 
Danbury, both Mike Sarvas and Dick Knudson, the two greatest MG model and toy collectors in the 
world, had been unable to acquire one.   So reluctantly I gave up the idea.

Not long after our return home, Jane announced that the father of one of her classmates was going to 
Brazil on business.  But unlike us, he was only going to Sao Paulo.   Chick Henderson didn’t call me the 
greatest little opportunist he knew for nothing.  “Do you think Alison Garnet’s dad would bring me a 
pedal car back from Sao Paulo?”  I asked.   Jane merely said she would ask her friend, and it was left at 
that.   A few days later Jane said that Alison’s dad would like to meet me, and so that weekend we 
went to meet, and to explain why a grown man wanted a kiddie pedal car.   I explained that it was 
because it was in essence a MG!   This was found to be most amusing, and as Anglo provided two 
seats in business, he was able to bring the car back in the seat next to him.   I was over the moon. 
Thanking him profusely, and offering him the funds needed in advance, he said he would prefer to be 
sure he could find the car

Some weeks later Jane announced that Alison’s dad had ‘the car’ 
and off we went to collect it.  It had been quite an adventure, for
when the box had been delivered, a workmate asked to see it. 
It was red as requested, but it had a Mercedes badge on the grille.  
A phone call confirmed that if the door had a straight top it was 
a Merc and not a TD which had a cut away door.  So with frantic
haste the car was re-boxed and bundled into a taxi for a quick 
return, not cheap but no problem as I had said cost was no problem.
I happily paid the full price and we went home happy with our ‘new MG’.

Sadly the time has come to part with it ~ so if anyone is interested, give me a call!              
              
   Norman Ewing    083 654 5433

PS.  That was a Lafer TD that James Bond was zoomed around Rio, in ‘Moonraker’ by Miss Moneypenny or
        whoever…but then I assume you knew that.  
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  WANTED
      
  One Rostyle wheel for a 1972 MGB
  Contact:  Bob Windebank (member) 082 658 3963  
    
     *********************

  
 FOR SALE

 1969 MGB Roadster.  British Racing Green.  
 This car is very original and in good condition.   
 Asking price R150 000 (negotiable). 
 Contact:  Neville Nicholas (non-member) 072 636 4225

        
      1950 MG TD
       Colour: British racing Green
      Excellent running condition
       Fully restored.
        Includes a list of spares and extras.
        Contact:  John Elliott (member) 082 377 4933

  

  MGB Spares
  1 x Starter Motor Cover Band Lucas 7H5000 New    R100
  1 x Front Grill BHH1753 reconditioned Powder Coated black for Rubber Bumper   R700
  1 x Water Pump GWP130 reconditioned    R600
  1 x Oil Pump GLP143 reconditioned           R600
  1 x Clutch Master Cylinder AAU7152 needs reconditioning              R150
  4 x Rostyle Rims BHH2090 second hand good but need repainting R600
  1pr Shock Absorbers GSA119 front need reconditioning                   R300
  Contact: Roger Manton (member)  083 415 3184
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      LETTERS                           
 
    

            29th July 2021
      Dear Victoria and the MG Car Club Cape Town team,

       On behalf of Ladles of Love, we would like to say a BIG thank you for your
       kind donation of groceries and non-perishable goods.  We will send these
       items out to the ±138 primary beneficiaries that we support within the community.
 
       Previous donations like this have allowed us to achieve wonder results and I am
       excited to share them with you as below.
 Time period:  Start of lockdown 20 March 2020 to 25 July 2021 (inclusive):
 Hot meals and breakfasts:  324,721
 Sandwiches:  4,629,328
 Eggs:  421,098
 Bulk produce and groceries:  2,366,019 kgs
 (New) Farm vegetables:  4,475 kgs  (R110,251)
 The above equates to a total of 18,439,584 meals. 
 
       Thank you once again and please let me know if you have any further questions.
        With gratitude and an awesome spirit and willingness to help,
        Stay safe and healthy,
        Danny and The Ladles of Love Family
  
     * * * * *

         23rd August 2021
         Good afternoon Mr Leach,
 
         I would just like to thank you again for arranging the guys to bring their cars through on the weekend. 
         The compliments and mention of the cars are still streaming in.  Everyone asked when the next one will 
         be so I take it as a huge success.
 
         Kind regards,
         Riaan Gouws 
         Village Manager - Noordhoek     
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